Effective date: October 3, 2019.

PRIVACY POLICY
Welcome to www.padoscoin.tech .We understand that privacy online is
important to users of our Site, especially when conducting business.This
statement governs our privacy policies with respect to those users of the Site
("Visitors") who visit without transacting business (collectively, "Services")
("Authorized Customers").

How do we protect information on website?
Our website is scanned on a regular basis for security holes and known
vulnerabilities in order to make your visit to our site as safe as possible. We use
regular Malware Scanning. Your conection is contained behind secured networks
and is only accessible by alimited number of persons who have special access
rights to such systems, and are required to keep the information confidential.

What Personally Identifiable Information is collected?
We physically can’t. We have nowhere to store it. We don’t even have a server
database to store it. So even if Miley Cyrus asked nicely to see your data, we
wouldn’t have anything to show her. what happens on your computer stays on
your computer. Whenever you want to send your data to your CRM or MailChimp
or Google Docs, – it only moves when you tell it to, and over their secure
connections. No middleman.
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WHAT IS A SECURE CONNECTION?
When a secure connection is established between your browser and a website,
any data that is transferred over the connection will be encrypted to prevent it
from being viewed by a third party. Encryption makes it very difficult for anyone
to intercept or decode messages exchanged over this type of secure connection.
Browsers such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Safari display an image of a
locked padlock on their status bar when connected to a secure site. Google
Chrome shows a green locked padlock on the far left side of the status bar when
there is a secure SSL connection. Firefox colors the address bar yellow when
connected to a secure site. Secure transactions are also indicated when the prefix
in the location bar of your browser switches from http:// or https://. The
additional ‘s’ stands for ‘secure’ and indicates a secure connection to the
PADOSCOIN website. If you do not see this padlock, if it is unlocked, or if the
protocol in the location bar is not listed as https://, then any data exchanged with
the website is potentially visible to others.
Depending on your browser, you may be able to view authentication information
about a secure page by double-clicking on the padlock icon in the status bar. For
more information on how your software establishes a secure connection, see the
help files for your particular browser.

Security
The security of your Conection is important to us, but remember that no method
of transmission over the Internet, or method of electronic storage, is 100%
secure. While we strive to use commercially acceptable means to protect your
Personal Information, we cannot guarantee its absolute security.
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Your rights
These are summarized rights that you have under data protection law
The right to access
The right to restrict processing
The right to object to processing
The right to data portability
The right to complain to a supervisory authority

What happens if the Privacy Policy Changes?
We will let our Visitors and Authorized Customers know about changes to our
privacy policy by posting such changes on the Site. However, if we are changing
our privacy policy in a manner that might cause disclosure of Personally
Identifiable Information that a Visitor or Authorized Customer has previously
requested not be disclosed, we will contact such Visitor or Authorized Customer
to allow such Visitor or Authorized Customer to prevent such disclosure.

Links
PADOSCOIN.TECH contains links to other web sites. Please note that when you
click on one of these links, you are moving to another web site. We encourage
you to read the privacy statements of these linked sites as their privacy policies
may differ from ours.
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USE THIS WEBSITE
By using the Site https://www.padoscoin.tech, you agree to the terms of this
Privacy Policy. If you do not agree with the practices described in this Privacy
Policy, please do not interact with the Site.

CONTACT INFORMATION
The Seller of this product is:
Registered Address:
Padoscoin Corp ,Indonesia,
Demangan,Tanjunganom,
Nganjuk, East Java 04/06, 64482.
Padoscoin Corp is a company registered in Indonesia having its registration
code: 9120412010239
Contact Email: support@padoscoin.tech
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